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Patterson: Anti-Babels: Images of the Divine Center in <i>That Hideous Stren

fmoLt-lmaBels

IMAGES OF THE DIVINE CENTER IN THAT HIDEOUS STRENGTH

by Nancy-Lou Patterson
Once in those very early days my
brother brought into the nursery the
lid of a biscuit tin which he had
covered with moss and garnished with
twigs and flower~ so as to make it a
toy garden or a toy forest.
That was
the first beauty I ever knew.
C. S. Lewis, Surprised by Joy
Oddly enough, the two images which form the
subject of this essay are neatly pruned (or deftly
excised) from their positions in the paperback version
of That Hideous Stren9th.
Yet in my own memory of my
first reading (some fifteen years ago) of that book,
these images are the ones to which I turn again and
again.
C. s. Lewis states that in the abridgement
(which he performed himself) he has "altered nothing
but the teml\° and the manner.•l
Perhaps.
It is a
book of sue richness and complexity that its images
may be compressed without loss of the total impact.
~ut as Lewis says, one may "prefer the more leisurely
oace. •2
·
The two passages are descriptions of places-Bragdon Wood (with 'lerlin's Well at its core) and St.
Anne's 'lanor with its walled garden--both of which are
central to the plot, and both of which form an image
precisely the opposite of that third image from which
Belbury, the headquarters
the book takes its title:
of the N.I.C.E.,
a new Babel which ultimately falls
through a doom of tongues, like its Biblical prototype.
This building (and its associated laboratories,
pens, and prison cells) is the "hideous strength"
whose shadow is "Sax myle and more .•• of length."
The
quotation is given from Sir David Lindsay's Ane Dialog
by Lewis as an epigraph to the novel.
In the story of the Tower of Babel in Genesis
11:1-~,
after the tower has been built "whose top may
reach heaven,•3, God, observing that "now nothing will
be r{strained from them, which they have imagined to
scatters them abroad by confounding their lando,•
guage--causing the builders to become mutually unintelligible.
This story is, of course, the origin of
the word "babble.• but the name originally referred to
Babylon, where there 11as a great tower which deeply
impressed the captive Israelites:
the gigantic
ziggur~t (the characteristic "hiqh temple" of ancient
•tesopotamia) which was one of the wonders of the
ancient world.
This many-leveled tower actually
existed an~ was itself a concrete image of primeval
myth~ of the culture which built it.
Its purpose
w'ls that given to it in the Bible, for the priests
mounted the consecutive levels of this world-mountain
to commane with their cosmic divinities upon its
Lewis has followed the Bible in making the
sur.wit.
to·1e>: a malign symbol, and has added his own com?ression by making Belbury a mansion-house.
It is
... a florid P.dwardian mansion which had
been built for a millionaire who admired
Versailles.
~t the sides it seemed to
have sprouted into a widespread outgrowth
of newer and lower buildinqs in cement,
which housed the Blood Transfusion
Office. 5
Here an organization ostensibly composed of worldscientists but actually under the control of
famou~
the "macrobes"
(malign spiritual intelligences) who
have either perverted or long since driven away, or
even murdered, the few real scientists in its group,
plans t.,e takeover first of England, and eventually
of the world.
The plaJl, ultimately,
is to "clean
the planet•6:
leaving it no longer "furred over-with
organic life,•? populated by men and women who have
become "geldings and oxen ... finally governable.•8
Their model for this is the •1oon:
... thousands of square miles of polished
rock with not one blade of grass, not one
fibre of lichen, not one grain of dust.
Not even air ... No crumbling, no erosion.
The peaks of those mountains are real peaks:
sharp as needles, they would go through
your hand.9
These images of sterility
(echoed in the names of
Belbury's inhabitants--"Wither"
and "Frost"--and
reminding us of Isaiah's prophecy:
"Ye shall be as a
garden that hath no water.•10
are countered by Lewis
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with the twin images of walled forest and walled garthe first in the environs of a college and
den:
doomed to destruction,
and the second associated with
the house whose inhabitants call down benign spiritual
powers which signal the destruction of Belbury.
The
passages are quoted in full below.
First is Bragdon
Wood, which lies adjacent to Bracton College.
This is
the secret site of ~erlin's tomb which the N.I.C.E.
maneuvers into its own hands in order to resurrect
the ancient magician, thinking to use him as an ally.
very few people were allowed into Bragdon
Wood.
The gate was by Inigo Jones and
was the only entry:
a high wall enclosed
the Wood, which was perhaps a quarter of
a mile from east to west.
If you came in
from the street and went through the
College to reach it, the sense of gradual
penetration into a holy of holies was
First you went through the
very strong.
Newton quadrangle which is dry and
gravelly; florid, but beautiful, Georgian
buildings look down upon it.
Next you
must enter a cool tunnel-like passage,
nearly dark at midday unless either the
door into Hall should be open on your
left, giving you a glimpse of indoor daylight falling on panels, and a whiff of
When you
the smell of fresh bread.
emerged from this tunnel you would find yourself in the medieval college; in the cloister
o{ the much smaller quadrangle called
Republic.
The qrass here looks very
green after the aridity of Newton and the
very stone of the buttresses that rise
from it gives the impression of being soft
and alive.
Chapel is not far off:
the
hoarse, heavy noise of the works of a great
and old clock comes to you from somewhere
overhead.
You went along this cloister,
past slabs and urns and busts that commemorate dead Bractonians, and then down
shallow steps into the full daylight of
the quadrangle called Lady Alice.
The
buildings to yo~r left and right were
seventeenth-century work: humble, almost
domestic in character with dormer windows,
vou were in a
mossy and grey-tiled.
You found yoursweet, Protestant world.
self, perhaps, thinking of Bunyan or of
Walton's Lives.
There were no buildings
straight ane8cr on the fourth side of Lady
Alice: only a row of elms and a wall; and
here first one became aware of the sound
of running water and the cooing of wood
pigeons.
The street was so far off by
now that there were no other noises.
In
the wall there was a door.
It led you into
a covered gallery pierced with narrow
windows on either side.
Looking out through
these you discovered that you were crossing
a bridge and the dark brown dimpled Wynd
was flowing under you.
Now you were very
near your goal.
A wicket at the far end
of the bridge brought you out on the
Fellows' bowling-green,
and across that you
saw the high wall of the Wood and through
the Inigo ~ones·gate you caught a glimpse
of sunlit green and deep shadows.
I suppose the mere fact of being walled
in gave the Wood part of its peculiar
quality, for when a thing is enclosed the
mind does not willingly
regard it as
common.
As I went forward over the quiet
turf I had the sense of being received.
The trees were just so wide apart that
one saw uninterrupted foliage in the distance, but the place where one stood seemed
always to be a clearing:
surrounded by
a world of shadows, one walked in mild
sunshine.
Except for the sheep whose
nibbling kept the grass so short and who
sometimes raised their long, foolish faces
to stare at me, I was quite alone; and it
felt more like the loneliness of a very

1

and then rose bushes, all stiff and
larqe room in a deserted house than like
prickly in their winter qarb.
At one
any ordinary solitude out of
doors. Proceedings,
I
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they2 were going along a path made
remember thinking, "This is the sort of
This reminded Jane of
of single planks.
place which, as a child, one would have
something.
It was a very large garden.
been rather afraid of or else would have
It was like .•. like ... yes, now she
liked very much indeed."
A moment
later
it was like the garden in Peter
had it:
I thought, "But when alone--really
alone-Rabbit.
Or was it like the garden~
everyone is a child: or no one?"
Youth and
Romance of the Rose? No, not in the least
aqe touch only the surface of our lives.
Or like Klingsor's
garden?
like really.
Half a mile is a short walk.
Yet it seemed
Or the garden in Alice? Or like the
a lonq time before I came to the centre
garden on top of SO'iiie-Mcsopotamian
of the Wood.
I knew it was the centre,
ziggurat which had probably given rise
for there was the thinq I had chiefly come
to the whole leqend of raradise?
Or
to see.
It was a well: a well with steps
simply like all walled gardens?
Freud
going down to it and the remains of an
said we liked qardens because they were
ancient pavement about it, It was v'ery imsymbols of the female body.
But that
perfect now.
1 did not step on it, but I
must be a man's point of view.
Presumabl7
lay down in the grass and touched it with
qarden~ meant something different in
For this wa'I the heart of
mv fingers.
women's dreams.
Or did they? Did men
Br3cton or Braqdon l·lood:
o.ut of this all
and women both feel interested in the
the legends had como and on this, I susfemale body and even, though it sounded
pected, the very existence of the College
ridiculous,
in almsot the same way.
A
had originally depended.ll
sentence rose to her memory.
"The beauty
This passaqe Lewis compresses somewhat in his
of the female is the root of joy to the
abridaement,
removina some of the literary
references,
female as well as to the male, and it
bu t retainino most o" the "manner."
I remember my
is no accident that the goddess of Love
first readinq of it--I was quite ravished by the slow
is older and stronger than the god."
procession through the many enclosing walls and courts
Where on earth had she rearl that? Jl.nd,
to the walled wood with its watery centre.
Years
incidentally, what frightful nonsense she
later, on visiting Oxford, I seemed to be seeinq a
had been thinkinq for the last minute or
rather, to be catching
place already familiar--or
so! She shook off all these ideas about
alirnpses, though the stones and trees of the real Oxgardens and determined to pul: herself
ford, of that place of which Bracton College and Bragtogether.
A curious feelinq that she was
don Wood arc themselves a symbol.
.1. E. Cirlot says
qround
now on hostile, or at least alien,
of the forest:
warned her to keep all her wits about her.
Nithin the general symbe>lism of landscape,
At that moment they suddenly emerqed
forests occupy a notable place, and are
from between plantatie>ns of rhododendron
often found in myths, leqends, and folkand laurel and found themselves at a small
rorest-synbolism is complex, but
tales.
side door, flanked by a water butt, in
it is connected at all levels with the
the long wall of a large house.
~ust as
symbolism of the female orinciple or of
they did so a window clapped shut upstairs.14
the r:reat '!other.
The forest is the place
This passage is extremely compressed in the
where vegetable life thrives and luxuriates,
abridgement:
free from any control or cultivation ...
The woman led her along a brick path beSince the cernale principle is identified
side a wall on which fruit trees were
with the unce>nscious in ~an, it follows
growing, and then to the left along a
th~t the forest is also a symbol of the
mossy path with gooseberry bushes on
It is for this reason that
unconscious.
each si1e.
Presently they found themselves
Jung maintains that the sylvan terrors
at a small side door, Flanked by a water
that fiaure so prominently in children's
butt, in the long wall of a large house.
tales symbolize the perilous aspects of
Just ~s ty5y did so a window clapped shut
the unconscious,
that is, its tendency to
upstairs.
devour or obscure the reason.12
It will be noticed that Lewis has retained the
The forest is clearly an ambivalent symbol
and
gooseberry bushes, which figure prominently in Peter
Lewis a ssoc La ces it with '!erlin, whose maaic, formerly
Rabbit.
-neutral, is made the subject of suspenseful antici~~~Lewis makes us aware of the subtle distinctions
as they trope
pation: will he side with the N.I.C.I:.
between forest and garden in the speech he gives to
or "'ill he choose the Company of St. Anne's Manor?
the effete Filostrato:
In contrast with the forest is the symbol of the
"Oh yes, yes," replied Filostrato.
garden, defined by Cirlot as follows:
"The pretty trees, the garden trees.
The garden is the place where Nature is
I put the rose
But not the savaqes.
subdued, ordered, selected and enclosed.
in my garden, but not the briar.
The
Hence it is a syr.lbol of consciousness as
forest tree is a weed.
But I tell you
opposed to the forest, which is the unI have seen the civilized tree in Persia
conscious, in the same way as the island
... It was made of metal ... •16
is opposed to the ocean.
At the same
Filostrato emphasizes the contrast: but as in all
time, it is a feminine attribute because
symbols, the opposites are really parts of a whole, for
of its character as a precinct.
A garden
the conscious
and unconscious are not seoarated in
is often the scene of processes of "Con~uman experien7e:
they are experienced simultaneously,
junction" or treasure-hunts--connotations
one another continuously.
Thus
inter-penetrating
which are clearly in accord with the genboth forest and garden are opposed to the wasteland
eral symbolic function we have outlined.13
tower of Belbury.
These concepts may be borne in mind as we conThe cataloque of associations experienced by Jane
sider Lewis' evocation of the enclosed garden at st.
Studdock in her passage through the garden of the Manor
Anne's:
at St. Anne's forms a crescendo of concepts making
The woman led her along a brick path beLewis' purpose quite explicit.
As a tiny
portion of
side a wall on which fruit trees were
a future "annotated Lewis" the following catalogue of
growing, and then to the left along a
sources
may
serve
as
a
cameo
of
his
method.
I will
mossy path with qooseberry b~shes on
"giv7 the literary origins of each image in the order
each side.
Then cair.e a little lawn with
Lewis had used.
a see-saw in the middle of it, and beFirst of all: "Yes, now she had it: it was like
yond that a greenhouse.
Here they
the garden in Peter Rabbit."
This exquisite classic
found themselves in the sort of hamlet
which Lewis knew from his childhood--"then
came the '
that sometimes occurs in the purlieus
Beatrix Potter books, and here at last beauty,"17 -of a larqe garden--walking
in fact down
depend for their magic upon a combination of words and
a little street which had a barn and a
illustrations which in the nineteenth century are unstable on one side and, on the other, a
surpassed except in Blake.
In Peter Rabbit the magic
second greenhouse, and a potting shed
of the garden is evoked with gentle but real power in
and a pigstye--inhabited,
as the grunts
~~e watercolours,
which show both vistas and details.
and the not wholly disagreeable smell
It is not a safe garden--Peter's
father "had an acciinformed her.
After that were narrow
dent there--he was put in a pie by Mrs. McGregor."
paths across a vegetable garden that
Neve:theless, "Peter, who was very naughty, ran
seemed to be on a fairly steep hillside
straight to Mr. McGregor's garden and squeezed under

0)
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toHideous
the heavenly
Patterson:
Anti-Babels:
in <i>That
Stren or magic garden).
the gate!"
There follows
a minute
catalogueImages
of theof the Divine Center opposed
did not lend itself to Christian imagery,
vegetables Peter ate, and an account of his pursuit
for already in the eighth century, Rhabus
by Mr. McGregor, in the process of which he lost his
Maurus had taken the garden, "because there is always
Thus stripped, he hid
clothing in a 9ooseberry net.
something growing there,• as a symbol of the Christian
in a watering can in the potting shed.
"After a time
he began to wander about, going lippity-lippity--not
church, "which bears so many divers fruits of the
very fast, and looking ~11 around," (the sense of a
9pirit and in which flows the sacred fount of healcircular movement is strong here):
"Then, he tried to
inq. •25
find his way straight across the garden ••. presently
She goes on to quote Jung's examination of the
he came to a pond [where) a white cat was staring at
virgin in Psficholoay and Alchemt, surrounded by her
some goldfish."
Passing this watery centre, Peter
attributes t e qua ranqular enc osed garden, the
round temple, tower, gate, well and fountain, palms
sees the gate and makes a desperate dash "along a
and cypresses (trees of life), all feminine symbols."
straight walk behind some black currant bushes.•
It
26 The relevance of this "Roman" vegetable garden to
will be seen that the gooseberries,
the potting shed,
and the straight walk form part of the garden of St.
the garden in Peter Rabbit becomes evident in this context. Lewis reinforces the monastic element in St.
Anne's.
The ~cGregor's
qarden is made to seem vastly
extensive
Jlnne's .Manor when describing the house itself: "Most
(as it would be to a child)
by the frantic
of the floor was bare, and the walls, above the waistAs Jane says: "It
efforts of Peter to escape from it.
was a very large garden.•
Lewis evidently expected
high wainscotting, were of greyish-white plaster, so
some chime of recognition
that the whole effect was faintly austere and convenin his readers at this
tual. •27
evo~ntion of a children's book, and certainly he put
The lady of St. Anne's Manor proves to be Grace
nothing into his autobiography which did not tend
lronwood--a name with symbolic meaning.
"Grace" is
either toward or away from ".Toy.•
As he says, "What
meant literally, for she only is able to cure Jane of
the real garden had failed to do, the toy garden did
her terrifying nightmares, by urging her to admit
•..
as long as I live my imaaination
of Paradise will
their reality.
(The name "Anne" also means "grace".)
retain something of my brother's
toy garden.•18 Child"Ironwood" chimes with the •rosebushes, all stiff and
hood is itself an image of origins and beginnings-- so
prickly in their winter garb," but there may be a
the first imaqe in this catalogue is quite properly
further meaning. The entire episode of Jane's first
taken from a children's
story about a country garden--;
visit to St. Jlnne's Manor is set within an account of
as Lucy would say, it is a •very country" garden,
her husband ~ark Studdock's encounter with Fairy Hardindeed.19
castle, the oqreish female head of the N.I.C.E.'s
In the second image, Jane thinks:
"Or was it
secret police. This dreadful Shelob oF a woman is
like the garden in the Romance of the Rose?"
Here is
later to torture Jane with a lighted cigar in an
translation of the pertinent pasGeoffrev Chaucer's
openly Freudian scene, and drive her at last to St.
saqe:
to take up her vital and predestined role there.
Anne's
And forth, withoute wordis mo,
As Miss Ironwood is the "austere and conventual" femiIn at the wiket went I thro,
nine centre of St. Anne's, so "the ~airy" (and Fairies
That Ydelness hadde opened me,
cannot abide Iron) is the malign ~eminine centre of
Into that gardyn fair to see.
Belbury, who directs its most ugly activities. It
And whan I was inne, iwys,
was Mrs. McGregor, one remembers, who put Peter's
~lyn herte was ful alad of this,
fatherinto a pie. The name "Hardcastle" (beside its
For wel wende I fui sikerly
faintly phallic motif) is synonymous with the Tower of
Have been in paradys erthly,
Babel, a very hard castle, which becomes a Castle
So fair it was that, trosteth wel,
Perilous for Mark. Lewis discusses the m~lign form
It sei:iede a place espiritue1.20
of Fairy in his chapter on the Longaevi in The DisLewis has commented upon this garden in The
carded Image: the female image can appear in either
Allegory of Love.
He says, "Of course, its cia'Ssical
guise.
and erotic models only partially account for it.
Fairy Hardcastle is countered in That Hideous
Deeper than these lies the worldwide dream of the
Strength by a whole household of women (perhaps
happy garden--the
island of theHesperides,
the earthly
modeled
upon "Some Ladies at wantage")--representing
There are rose bushes at St.
paradise, Tirnanogue.•21
many different life styles: Ivy Maggs, the lively
Jlnne's,
but they are "all stiff and pricklyin their
former servant girl with her easy democracy and loyal
winter garb."
Jane concludes that the garden was "not
decency; Camilla Denniston, the handsome, athletic
in the least like (the Romance of the ~ose) really,"
aristocrat whom Jane finds instantly attractive; Mother
but we are not so sure.
Dimble, the motherly don's wife whose nightly prayers
There is an interesting book about the symbol oF
the rose garden by Seonaid Robertson in which the
writer, a teacher of art to children, attempts to
account for a sculpture in which a twelve-year-old
girl in her first experience with clay (and working
blindfolded) spontaneously created what she herself
called a "rosegarden ... (with) a wall around it." The
sculpture, barely recognizable, showed "two ovals and
three pillars,• surrounded by a double wall with entrances in a labyrinthine arrangement, but the child
said of it, "There are fountains and there are flowers
and rose-trees and lovely smells.•22 Miss Robertson
examines all the related themes of this pair of archetypes (rose garden and labyrinth), and she says of the
?.omaunt de la Rose, "Such gardens, repeating the same
conventions, the walls, arbours, the rosetrees, became
the setting for a hundred stories of romantic love ...
the fountain in the centre, the rose arbour, the turf
seats.•23 Demonstrating how the rose garden became
a setting for paintings of the Virgin Mary, she co111ments, •so the Garden of Love bas become the Garden of
our Lady, and one may ask why it was this--the Arabian
garden tradition and not the other, the Roman, a useful orderly garden of vegetable plots, which provided
the image?•24 Perhaps it is the vegetal content of
St. Anne's garden which makes Jane say it is "not in
the least like really"--as Seonaid Robertson says:
The idea of that same Roman garden
survived, if tenuously, through the
so-called Dark Ages and was given
fresh impetus by the Benedictines (who
ate no meat and in whose gardens the
central pool or fountain was a fishpond).
The Carthusians also spread both
their knowledge of horticulture and
their belief in the contemplative virtues
of gardening as their Houses stemmed out
over Europe. It cannot have been that
this practical man-made garden (as
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embarrass Jane severely, and Jane Studdock herself, the
passionate young bluestocking around whom the novel is
centred. Her visions (apparently they are telepathic
episodes) provide the means by which the N.I.C.E.
is
defeated. This household of women is accompanied by
the male celebate, McPhee (the red-haired atheist
saint who appears in several of Lewis' novels and is
modeled on his beloved tutor The Great Knock), the
redeemed bear, Mr. Bultitude, and Baron Corvo, the
,Tackdaw. The entire household, like a convent, revolves around the powerful masculine presence of the
Director, Ransom, who is their imaqe of Christ. Of
him and of Jane's first encounter with him, Lewis
writes: "Jane looked, and instantly her world was
unmade.•28 He is described in terms of Arthur and
The wintery
Solomon, and called "Mr. Fisher-King."
condition of the roses in the garden are explained by
this title. Her contact with Ransom helps Jane to
learn to love her husband when he, too, has passed
through an initiation and achieved new maturity.
The third image of Jane's musings--"Or like
Klingsor's garden?"--refers to a brief passage in
"Klingsohr's fairy Tale," a work by the eighteenth
century German Romantic writer Novalis:
Most splendid of all stood out the
garden in the great square before the
palace~ which consisted of metal trees
and crystal plants and which was sown
with jewel-blossoms and fruits.
The
diversity and exquisiteness of the forms
and the vividness of the lights and colors
afforded the most magnificent spectacle,
the splendor of which was completed by
a lofty fountain frozen to ice in the
midst of the garden.29
This garden (faintly echoed in Filostrato's
"civilized tree in Persia") certainly lies in the
same latitudes as the vision described in Ezekiel:

3

Thou has been in Eden the garden of
This connubial image is followed by a reference
God; every precious stone Mythcon
was thy Proceedings, Vol.to1, Iss.
sexuality
its
3 [1972],inArt.
2 negative form as Jane continues,
covering,
the sardius, topaz, and the
"Or simply like all walled gardens?"
The hortus
diamond, the beryl, the onyx, and the
conclusus,
or enclosed garden, is one of the most
jasper, the sapphire, the emerald, and
famous symbols of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
Taken
the carbuncle, and gold ... Thou are the
from The Song of Solomon 4:12--"A garden inclosed is
annointed cherub that covereth; and I
my sister, my spouse"--, it has been the subject of
have set thee so; thou was upon the
art, poetry, and many meditations
on the Virgin: St.
holy mountain of God; thou has walked
Ambrose wrote:
up and down in the midst of the stones
Only in a garden upon which, by such
of fire.JO
a sealing, God's image has been impressed,
This passage, according to some scholars,
has
can the well-spring of the heart shine
its origins in the "Epic of Gilgamesh",an
ancient
forth ..• there virture is fenced round
Mesopotamian
story:
with the lofty hedge of spiritual walls
All around him stood bushes bearing
••. Even as a garden enclosed against
gems.
seeing it he went down all at
thieves is green with vines, smells of
once, for there was fruit of carnelian
olives, and shines with roses, so in
with the vine hanging from it, beautiful
the garden of holy virginity
there grow,
to look at; lapis lazuli leaves hung
smell, and shine the vines of piety, the
thick with fruit,
sweet to see.31
olives of peace, and the red roses of
Is this not the mountain garden with its "vegechastity.40
table gold" as described in Paradise Lost? C. G.
The accumulated weight of these vegetables,
Junq, in his commentary on The Secret of the Golden
roses, jewels, and celestial bodies, with their
Flower, states:
associations of mother, mistress, queen, and goddess,
~~~
The Golden Flower is a mandala
are sununed up by the frank statement:
"Preud said
symbol ..• drawn either from above as
we liked gardens because they were symbols of the
a regular geometric ornament, or as a
female body."
Lewis shows us his command of the range
blossom growing from a plant.
The plant
of symbolism and of modern psychology as well--Jane
is frequently a structure in brilliant
is an intellectual;
her musings compass a young lifefiery colours growing out of a bed of
time of reading--the
images have veered
in a dizzying
darkness,
and carrying the blossom of
An
path from childhood to adulthood and back again.
light at the top,--a symbol similar to
understanding of Lewis' methods can be gained from
that of the Christmas tree.32
the following passage from his study, A Preface to
Lewis' mention of Klingsohr's
garden is like a
Here, Lewis, writing about one of the
Paradise Lost.
flashing stab of sunlight reflected from a windowgreatest evocations of Eden in literature, discusses
pane in the potting shed of the garden at St. Anne's
Milton's method of describing the garden of Paradise:
Manor.
... he does not begin with a particular
Jane hurries on: "Or the garden in Alice?"
Here
image, rather with an idea--in narrow
we return to the rose garden, this time the one which
room Nature's whole wealth.
The "narrow
Alice struqgles to enter in Alice's Adventures in
room", the sense of a small quarded place,
Wonderland.
On landing at the bOttom of the rabbit
of sweetness rolled into a ball, is
hole, she finds a golden key:
essential.
God had planted it all. Not
... she tried the little golden key
created it, but planted it--an anthropoin the lock, and to her great delight
morphic God out of Ezekiel XXXI, the God
it fitted!
Making a toy
of our childhood and man's,
Alice opened the door and found that it
garden as we made them when we were
led into a small passage, not much
children. 'Nie earliest and lowest levels
larger than a rat hole; she knelt down
And all this
are being uncovered.
and looked along the passage into the
realm was studded once with rich and
loveliest garden you ever saw. How she
ancient cities; a pleasant soil, but the
longed to get out of that dark hall, and
mountain of Paradise,
like il)e"wel set
wander about arnonq those beds of bright
in gold, far more pleasant so that an
flowers and those cool fountains.33
emotion stOI'eii"""Trom the splendour of
got to get into that lovely
Alice's longing ("I've
the cities now flows into our feeling of
garden")
is echoed in T. S. Eliot's "Burnt Norton":
Then come the trees, the
Paradise.
Footfalls echo in the memory
mythical and numinous trees, and vegeDown the passage which we did not take
table aolg from the garden of Hesperus
Towards the door we never opened
:-:-:--in
t e hard, bright suggestions of
Into the rose-garden.34
pearl and goid .
Martin Gardner's note on the garden passage in
... These re erences to the obvious and
The Annotated Alice assumes a Paradisal meaning also:
immemorial are there not to give us new
"As subli.brarian of Christ Church, Carrol used a small
ideas about the lost garden but to make
room overlookinq the deanery garden where the Liddell
us know that the garden is found, that
children played croquet.
How often he must have
we have come home at last and reached the
watched them, longing to escape from the dark halls of
centre of the maze--our centre,
humanity's
Oxford into the bright flowers and cool fountains of
centre, not some private centre of the
childhood's Eden1•35
poet's.41
.
From this miniature Edenic image the catalogue
The centre is the abode of God.
"I am the centre
passes on to an explicit statement of the theme:
Jane
of a circle
to which all parts of the circumference
continues,
"Or like the garden on top of some MesopoLove says to Dante in
are in a simil;i.r position,·
tamian ziggurat which had probably given rise to the
The New Life; St. Bonaventure writes: "God is a circle
whole legend of Paradise?"
In her passage through
whose centre is everywhere and whose circumference
the garden of St. Anne's, Jane has climbed "narrow
nowhere.•
As Charles Williams says, "The two formulae
paths across.a vegetable garden that seemed to be on
together cover almost the whole of the Way of Images-a fairly steep hillside."
The ziggurat was a cosmic
and indeed of the Way of Rejection of Images also."42
mountain, and the particular structure which some
The mandala, to use the Sanskrit word chosen by Jung
scholars identify as the "Tower of Babel" was the
for all manifestations of the divine centre, appears
temple of Marduk in Babylon,--capped
by bricks of
again and again:
"resplendent blue enamel" 36--a seven-s.taged tower
He (Christ]
is (in T. S. Eliot's phrase)
called Etemenanki, "the Temple Foundation of Heaven
the "still point of the turninq world."
and Earth", on top of which there was a shrine where
He is God, and here is Dante's description
the divinity was provided with a chaI!Eer in which to
of his vision of the Godhead:
"I saw a
dwel1.37 Here the god was furnished "a fine large
Point which radiated light ... around the
couch ... richly covered, and a golden table beside
Point a circle of light whirled ... On
it ... and no one spends the night there except ... one
that Point, the heavens and all of nature
Assyrian woman, all alone, whoever it may be that the
depend."
(Pardiso 29:16ff)43
god has chosen," according to the account by Herodotus.
And again:
38 In such a chamber, the connubium, the sacred marriage
All things find in him their origin,
of king and queen, was carried out, beneath decorations
their impulse, the centre of their
of greenery; the union was intended "to reinforce the
being; to him be glory.(Rom.11:36)
creative powers in nature.•39 This wedding of cosmic
I saw God in a Point ... by which sight
and vegetable cycles is accomplished bi• Lewis in the
I saw that He is all things ••. for He
single image of the garden on top of the mountain.
is the mid-Point of all things.
Julian
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and the grove is a sacred grove: "In its holy temple
of Norwich.44 Patterson: Anti-Babels: Images of the Divine
<i>That
Hideous
Stren
thereCenter
is a in
grove,
casting
its
shadow, therein no man
C.S.
Lewis has used the image of the sacred
This is that forest through
goeth to enter."54
In Out
centre in each of the interplanetary novels.
whi~h Dante passed in the Purqatorio:
"Now eager to
of the Silent Planet it is the abode of Oyarsa:
search out through all its maze -- The living green
•.. ,nght below him lay an almost
of the divine forest."55 -- for the mind, as Andrew
circular lake--a sapphire set in a
Marvell says in "The Garden,• on contemplating the
border of purple forest.
Amidst the
splendours of the natural garden and forest,
lake there rose •.• an island of pale
.•• creates, transcending these,
red, smooth to the summit, and on the
Far other Worlds, and other Seas;
summit a grove of such trees as man had
Annihilating all that's made
never seen •.. Plowers indeed they were,
To a green Thought in a green Shade.56
not trees, and far down among their
This is the garden/forest
we have been reading
roots he caught a pale hint of slababout:
like architecture.
He knew before his
A garden enclosed is my sister, my bride:
guide told him that this was Heldilorn.45
A spring shut up, a fountain sealed.
In Perelandra it is the place where Ransom enA garden is a secret place, at once
counters the Oyarsae of Malacandra (Mars) and Perelanclosed, alive with a concentration
of
dra (Venus) together:
natural forces,
and open to the sky.
He saw a valley, a few acres in size,
Its secrecy may result from its being a
as secret as a valley in the top of a
small place between high walls, or from
with
cloud; a valley pure rose-red,
its being surrounded uy forest, or simply
ten or twelve of the glowing peaks about
from its being difficult to find. One
it, and in the centre a pool, married in
archetypal garden is the secret herbpure unrippled clearness to the gold of
garden of Artemis •.. to this corresponds
the sky.
The lilies came do1'1n to its very
the Roman vegetable-garden,
the monkish
edge and lined all its bays and headherb-garden, and our own kitchen-garden,
lands.46
all of which are laid out in severe
Of course the image appears in the Narnian Chronrectangles and serve a practical purpose.
icles as well.
In Prince Caspian Aslan appears to
Another archetype is the apple-orchard,
Lucy:
"A circle of grass, smooth as a lawn, met her
which even now still has vestiges of
eyes, with dark trees rlancing all round it.
And then-Another
its archaic sacred character.
oh joyl For He was there:
the huge Lion, shining
is the clearing,
the grove, a place graven
with his huge black shadow
white in theliioonlight,
out
of
the
forest,
which
is
the
nemeton
underneath him.•47
In The Voyage of the "Dawn Treader",
of the ancient Celts, a place of light,
"What they
the Table of Aslan has become a shrine:
a place apart, a temple of air.57
now saw was a wide oblong space flagqed with smooth
It is the forest clearing in Bragdon Wood where
stones and surrounded by qrey pillars but unroofed.•48
Merlin's
Well (and tomb) are reached through a complex
The familiar jewels and fruits--so strongly evoked
maze of college buildings, preliminary
enclosures that
and Perelandrian
sacred centres
in the Malacandrian
tell us, long before we learn it for sure, that Merlin
described above, are here spread on a table:
will join with St. Anne's Manor and not with Belbury .
•.. there were nuts and grapes, pineIt is the closed qarden--"difficult
to find"--that
apples and peaches, pomegranates and melons
meets Jane, when, after a railway journey which is
and tomatoes.
There were flaqons of gold
meticulously described in terms of to1'1nspeople,
farmand silver and curiously wrought glass;
animals, and finally a long walk, she stands outside
and the smell of the fruit and the wine
its door:
blew towards them like a promise of all
She was on the highest ground in all
happiness.
that region.
Presently she came to a
"I~!"
said Lucy.49
high wall on her right that seemed to
The most explicit Narnian usage appears precisely
run on for a great way.
There was a
where it belongs--in The Magician's
Nephew--where the
door in it and beside the door an old
creation of Narnia quite properly includes a garden.
iron
bell-pull.SB
Here the boy Digory finds a silver apple which cures
The garden,
to Jane, is an initiation,
a first
The imagery is borrowed from
his dying mother.
suggestion of that fuller initiation she must undergo
~lilton who borrowed it, Lewis has reminded us, from
before she comes fully into the Company of St. Anne's
its original place in ~enesis:
Manor.
Layer after layer of defensive sophistication
l\Tld the LORD God planted a garden
is pierced as she passes through it.
When she leaves
eastward in Eden; and there he put
the house, it is "not by the little door in the wall
the man whom he had formed.
And out
at which she had come in, but by the main gate which
of the ground made the LORD God to grow
opened on the same road about a hundred yards farther
every tree that is pleasant to the sight,
on.•59
She later returns to "a lighted doorway,"
and good for food; the tree of life also
tortured,
exhausted,
and awakes inside to safety, with
in the midst of the garden, and the tree
the words "I am the gate to all good adventure" hovering
of knowledge of good and evil.
(Genesis
in her still-sleepy mind.60
2:9-10)
When these two sacred centres combine to overThis Paradise garden, given an exquisite Narnian
throw Belbury, in the persons of Merlin and Ransom,
c~louring, is all we hope it will be--approached by
they win out against a false centre which has been
Dlgory o~ the back of a flying (and talking) horse,
focused upon a severed head:
"Things fall apart: the
Fledge, a n the manner that 'Hlton's PaJ"adise is
centre cannot hold.•61
The Manor, which is set on
approached, it is set upon the top of a "green hill":
"the highest ground," becomes the focus for the descent
All round the very top of the hill ran
of the governing intelligences of the planets, called
a high wall of green turf.
Inside the
down
by the two leaders in the chapter "The Descent
Their branches
wall trees were growing.
of the Gods".
The inhabitants of Belbury, like the
hung out over the wall: their leaves
priestsof Baal in their competition with Elijah
showed not only green but also blue and
(I Kings 18:38),
have succeeded in pulling do1'1n "Deep
silver ~hen the wind stirred them.SO
Heaven on their Heads;" they have exerted "the frightThe garden is to be entered by a pair of •high
ful strength of the movement opposite to nature ...
gates of gold, fast shut, facing due east," and "You
the impulse to reverse all reluctances and to draw
never saw a place which was so obviously private.
You
every circle counterclockwise,•62
and as in the
could see at a glance that it 'belonged to someone else"
Biblical account, the fire from heaven descends not
51 Having entered alone, Digory advances to the centr~:
upon the false altar but upon the true.
"Everything was very quiet inside.
Even the fountain
Bragdon Wood is destroyed by the bulldozers of
which rose near the middle of the garden made only
the N.I.C.E.,
ravaged in the search for ~erlin, but
the faintest sound."
Then:
the garden of St. Anne's Manor reappears at the very
He knew which was the right tree at once,
end of the book: this time it is the setting of what
partly because it stood in the very centre
are to be Jane's and Mark's true nuptials,
the beand partly because the great silver apples
ginning of their full Christian marriage.
with which it was loaded shone so and
And Jane went out of the big house with
cast a light of their own on the shadowy
the Director's kiss upon her lips and his
places where the sunlight did not reach.52
words in her ears, into the liquid light
This is a sacred tree, of course, like the Tree
and supernatural warmth of the garden
of Life in Su.mero-Babylonian literature:
and across.the wet lawn (birds were
In Eridu there is a black kikanu-tree
everywhere) and past the seesaw and
growing in a pu.re place,
--the greenhouse and the piggeries, going
its appearance is lapis-lazuli.53
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down all the time, down to the lodge3,
32. c. G. Jung, Commentary, in Richard Wilhelm (trans.)
descending the ladder of humility.6
Secret
Mythcon Proceedings, Vol. 1, Iss. 3The
[1972],
Art. of
2 the Golden Flower, Routledge and
They are to become the Earth Mother and Sky
Kegan Paul (London: 1969), p. lOl.
Father to one 'another.
Lewis has written of Christian
33. Lewis Carroll, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland,
marriage in Mere Christianity and The Four Loves. He
in The Annotated Alice, Introduction and notes
by Martin Gardner, Penguin Books (Harmondsworth:
emphasizes there both the divine
and the human,
humble, even gently comic aspects'of
1970), p.30.
that relationship.
It is the nuptial relationship which is the
34. T. s. Eliot, "Burnt Norton," Four Quartets, Faber
and Faber (London: MCMLIX), p. 13.
model for the relationship between God and all His
human creatures:
a marriage in which all the inter35. Martin Gardner, loc. cit.
locking spheres of meaning nestle together about their
. 36. Georges Roux, AnCient"lraq, Pelican (Harmondscentral core.
In the garden, God is the centre: in the
worth: 1969), p. 358.
myth of Eden He walked with His children in the cool
37. E. O. James, From Cave to Cathedral, Praeger (New
of the evening; in the souls of living men and women,
York: 1965), p. 138.
38. Herodotus, The Histories, Aubrey de Selincourt,
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